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Evidence for Romun
burisls in Lsncuster

by

Andrew White

Despite the considerable archaeological evi-
dence for the Roman fort and civilian settlement
of Lancaster our understanding of the Roman
cemeteries is still quite shaky. Lack of excava-
tion in the appropriate areas is the main reason.

The finding of a tombstone in 1772 in Pudding
Lane (now Cheapside) was at one time thought
to mark a Roman cemetery. Now it is clear that
this inscription (RIB606) was in secondary use,

like so many others, and probably represents a
robbing of the tombstones to reuse as building
materials. This is the same mechanism that
brought the great wealth of Roman tombstones
at Chester from outlying cemeteries to patch the
City Walls.

All the satisfactory evidence for Roman burials
has come in the last ten years from the southern
end of Penny Street and tied to this is the
recognition of a complete Roman pot in the City
Museum collections as a burial um found when
St. Thomas' Church was built in the same area

in 1840. Other, written; evidence for burials in
the same area could easily represent Bronze

Age burials. Perhaps the two cemeteries coin-
cided.

The three pots which represent cremation urns

are all of Black Burnished Ware.

1 . Found 1840 during building of St. Thomas'
Church (City Museum LMA92) Complete
vessel of mid-2nd cent. date.

2. Found 1987 during alterations/extensions at

Squirrels' Wine Bar (nos. 92-4 Penny Street)
(City Museum LM87.22) Lower half of a

vessel still containing cremated bone fragments.

3. Found 1995 during investigations at 77179

Penny Street prior to building work. This was
carried out by Mr C. Salisbury. (City Museum
LM95.76|I) Complete profile of a 3rd century
vessel with some cremated bone fragments.
Subsequent excavations by LUUA failed to
locate any further vessels. The feeling was that
the cemetery arca had been heavily disturbed,
perhaps even in late Roman times.

So far all this evidence seems successor relate
to a 2nd-3rd century cremation cemetery. We
might reasonably expect a 4th century inhuma-
tion cemetery and indeed other cemeteries at

points where main roads left the settlement.
Only one Roman tombstone (RIB606) and a
fragment of another have been found in Lancas-

ter. Neither was in its original location. It is
also a great pity that the site of the tile-tomb
made with Ala Sebosiana stamped tiles, re-
ported to William Stukeley in 1753, as found'in
a garden in this town in digging up the ground
for new foundations', remains unknown (Lukis
1883). Perhaps this too lay in the Penny Street

area?
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